
Authentic8 builds Silo, a patented secure browser in the cloud designed for command and control of web-based applications. 
Toolbox is an app within Silo that builds a separate, isolated container designed for researchers collecting information off the 
web. With Toolbox, researchers can access websites from local IP addresses, spoof their browsing platform, and collect data 
without revealing their identity or exposing their resources to exploit. Toolbox’s virtualization and geographic routing capability 
provide an integrated workflow as powerful as local browser, with none of the risk. 

Researchers Need a Browser That Doesn’t Expose Them
Any open source intelligence collection process starts with the browser. Typical tools combine unreliable or slow VPNs with 
local, resource hungry sandboxes. But whether you boot from a live CD or run system emulation, any code running in a local 
sandbox exposes the researcher and their environment to malicious intent. Research teams need an on-demand, low impact 
and completely insulated browser for accessing the Internet without revealing their location or identity. That’s what Toolbox was 
designed for. Toolbox allows users to safely render content, store data, transform it into known-benign format, even translate 
content without revealing their actions. 

Toolbox is a Virtual Browser in the Cloud
Clicking a Toolbox app brings up an isolated container with a browser designed for researchers. To the researcher, it’s just 
another window. But this completely separate environment can be configured to exit to the Internet from one of Authentic8’s 
global exit nodes and spoof different client environments. To the website being researched, Toolbox looks like a local device 
on a local network. Multiple Toolbox apps can be created and stored with various location profiles, so a single researcher can 
manage a variety of browser nodes.

Toolbox Is Built Fresh At Start, Destroyed At Session End
When you launch Toolbox, a completely separate virtual environment is created, including a virtual file system and a fresh 
instance of a Firefox browser. All web code is contained within this environment, with nothing reaching the client beyond an 
encrypted remote display of the session. Even when rendering PDF files, Java code, or manipulating files, all execution stays 
within the container. When the session ends, all data is purged, leaving no residue on the client device or in the cloud. Toolbox 
includes all the tools necessary to review and capture open source data without revealing identity or exposing resources.
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SUPPORTED PLATFORMS  

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

CLIENT INTERFACES  

EXIT NODE LOCATIONS  

JAVA SUPPORT  

ANALYSIS TOOLS  

PLUGIN SUPPORT  

XTERM SUPPORT  

LOGGING

LOG ACCESS Within admin console (non-encrypted), or via API

Windows (XP - Win 8) Max, Linux, iOS

15MB storage, ~100MB RAM

SSL Port 442 Proprietary remote display

World-wide - EMEA, ASIA, N/S America

Java v6 or v7 JRE isolated in sandbox

Cookie tracking, Code Analysis, TCP capture, more

Firefox store; any plugin not requiring restart

Configurable with SSH Key bindings

Encrypted user and admin logs

PRIMARY BENEFITS Secure, sandboxed remote anonymous browsing

Non-attributed or mis-attributed IP addresses

Remote execution of HTML, CSS, Javascript, Flash.

PDF, etc. Web code and TCP traffic analysis tools

User agent and browser fingerprint spoofing

Post-facto language translation

Visualize tracking linkages between sites

Store data securely in the cloud


